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Dialogue: Meditations on Aging

Over the past 100 years life expectancy—particularly in the Western 
world—has increased. The National Institute on Aging says ‘the 
dramatic increase in average life expectancy during the 20th century 
ranks as one of society’s greatest achievements.’ The truth, however, 
is more complex: the increasing proportion of older people in society 
is generally considered not as a great achievement but rather as a 
problem. There are long, and valid, debates about how the economy is 
going to cope with the large number of retirees—‘the aging population’.   

I wonder whether anyone has actually interviewed people over 60 
to see whether they have any ideas about how to deal with aging. 
Probably not. Everyone knows that once you have passed 60 you are 
over the hill and your brain has deteriorated to the extent that you 
have no opinions worth considering. So it would be a waste of time to 
ask you questions or to discuss things with you and in any event you 
are the problem so how can you be part of the solution?

Surely it is time to rethink the way older people are viewed? Surely 
since we are living longer it would help if our skills were harnessed 
so that we were able to lead fuller and more productive lives. While 
it is true that some thinking skills decline with age, they decline in 
a variety of ways—some more, some less, some hardly at all and the 
declines differ among people.

I recognise that this compounds a different and even more complex 
social dilemma. There are so many young unemployed people waiting 
in the wings and with many experienced over 60s wanting to remain 
in the job the problems are enormous. I am a photographer so the 
resolution of these problems is well beyond me. All I want to do is to 
show how some men feel about getting old.

Why have I chosen to record this subject? Simply to try to show how 
some men feel about getting old. 

As men get older we, or many of us tend to feel our mortality—we 
are not as strong as we were; nor as agile; nor as quick and, as our 
testosterone levels drop, certainly not as active sexually. All this makes 
us feel more vulnerable.

The women in my family tell me that men can confront personal 
emotional issues by retreating into jokes and to prove they are right I 
am going to tell one that has significance for me even though it is very 
old.

‘An old man walks into a park and watches a group of young men 
playing a vigorous game of touch rugby. Soon his attention is drawn to 
a little boy sitting, sobbing, on the grass nearby. The old man buys two 
ice-creams from a nearby vendor, approaches the crying little boy, sits 
down next to him and, handing him an ice-cream says ‘don’t cry little 
boy—nothing is as bad as it seems. The little boy takes the ice-cream 
but continues sniffling so the old man asks him why he won’t stop 
crying. The little boy answers ‘because I can’t do the things the big 
boys do’. The old man looks at him, at the young men—and also bursts 
into tears.’

Society, too, defines us. ‘Greybeard Loon’ although unspoken is often 
made clear by the behaviour of younger men in one’s presence. 

So how does an aging photographer deal with his own advancing age 
when photography is not so much a job as a way of life? 

In my case I decided to train my camera on myself and my aging 
male friends. 

I wanted to make full-body portraits of aging men that showed 
what happens to all men when they get old—naked to disclose 
our vulnerability, how the years treat men, so that young people, 
particularly men can look at us and say ‘at some stage I too will 
become like this’ because age has no favourites. At the same time I 
wanted to make head and shoulders portraits to show that despite 
what is happening to our bodies we are still alert and have full 
awareness of what is going on, the lights are still on and somebody is 
still at home. Someone once mentioned to me that old men’s faces are 
much more interesting than young men’s faces because of what time 
has done to them and that is what I hope to show.

However, a major theme in the project is to show the men I have 
photographed as they see themselves and as they would like to be 
shown. Every man I have photographed has been a collaborator, not a 
subject, and the photographs have been made after discussions with 
each about their way of life and their personal philosophy. In fact, 
these photographs are a dialogue between me and each of the men I 
have photographed. This is why at the foot of each head and shoulders 
portrait there is a personal statement by the person in the picture and 
the photographs are accompanied by a brief biography.
I think it is appropriate to devote a brief word to my collaborators.

All my South African collaborators are close personal friends. Among 
the many things we share is a love of, respect for the natural world, 
and a great concern for the damage that is being wrought to the 
environment. 

As South Africans we have seen first-hand what damage is caused by 
prejudice and intolerance and, to the best of our respective abilities, 
we have sought to combat these and to lead ethical, moral, lives. Even 
participating in this project which displays our vulnerability has taken 
courage and strength of character as well as a determination to try to 
say—even though we are old and wrinkly we can still contribute and 
be useful.

When John Riggs and Peter Hewson introduced me to the 
collaborators from Madison, and after I had spent some time getting 
to know them, the enormous commonality of man struck me like 
a hammer blow. When I first mooted the project and received 
encouragement from my South African friends I thought we were 
pretty brave and totally unique. Yet here thousands of kilometres 
away, I met men whose ideas and moral and ethical values fitted with 
ours and who agreed so much with what I am trying to show that they 
had the courage to trust me completely. I have tried my best not to let 
them down.

Michael Goldblatt
May, 2014



Poul-Ejnar Hansen 
Born in Denmark in 1932, trained as graphic designer at Copenhagen School of 
Printing.  In 1958, decided to work my way around the world, starting in South Africa. 
Reached Cape Town in 1962, realizing nowhere else could a graphic designer have such 
a good life working, while climbing mountains, sitting on the beach, and sailing in 
his spare time. I spent many years as book designer and publisher, retiring in 1993 to 
start a sailing school.  Spent nineteen years sailing the world in yachts, completing my 
youthful world tour in 2012 by plane.  I celebrated my 80th birthday in New York, my 
sailing school is still going strong, and I spend my spare time hiking the mountains and 
watching movies with my wife, Lorna, and riding my Harley.  

Poul 44X54 $1400 

Poul 44X54 $1400 

Michael Goldblatt
I became interested in photographing people at 
school. Was influenced by the work of W Eugene 
Smith.  /  Under apartheid the most important 
photographic work one could do was to show the 
injustices of apartheid so in 1984 I gave up my legal 
practice and Adele and I started the first private 
photographic teaching organization in Johannesburg 
which we called ‘Phototeach’. We specialized in 
teaching unemployed black youth the elements of 
photography although we ran many other courses as 
well. From 1984 to 1994 I worked, on an honorary 
basis, for Alexandra Health Centre and University 
Clinic making photographs for their annual reports 
and for exhibition on fund-raising missions overseas.

Michael Goldblatt 44x84 $1800

Michael Goldblatt 44x77 $1800



David Tenenbaum
New York Jew. 

Rebel. Outsider. Heretic. Solo act. Non-joiner. Migrant.
Son. Brother. Husband. Dad. Orphan. Lover. Friend. Megophile. Sentimentalist.

Lefty-liberal. Eco-restorer. Chain sawyer. Environmentalist. Tree hugger. Camper. 
Photographer. Traveler. Jazz ears. Flutist. Monk’s English tutor.

  Wordsmith. How-to author. Science writer. Interviewer. Quick study.  
Can-do guy. Designer. Proprietor. Gardener. Fixer. Carpenter. DT Leathersmith.

Then: Lumber salvager. Sauerkraut professional. Stonemason. Brick mason. Bag maker.
Still: Cynic. Skeptic. Unbeliever. Unbadger. Mourner. Reader. Learner.

Ever: Siberian husky. Cat whisperer. Bike commuter. Wrench. Distance biker. Atlas.
Old New York Jew.

Verb.

Dave Tenenbaum 40x60 $1400

Dave Tenenbaum 40x74 $1600

Mike Wolfson 44x84 $1800 Mike Wolfson 44x84 $1800

Mike Wolfson
Born in 1937 in Manchester England. 
I was a poor student except in art. 
Emigrated to South Africa in 1949, 
studied at a Yeshiva for Rabbinate 
1952-1956, however became a confirmed 
atheist at age 19, so studied music 
(piano) in Johannesburg, transferring to 
Vienna Academy of Music for two years, 
completing studies in London. Married 
in 1964, with two children. Taught music 
in Johannesburg, eventually joining 
in-laws in their insurance business. 1991 
my wife died and I moved to Capetown. 
All this time I had been playing with 
paint. At age 59 borrowed a Cello and 
decided to learn. I currently split my 
time between piano, cello, and painting.



Mark Crisp
Retired in 2006 as Senior Taxation 
Partner after 30 years with Deloitte & 
Touche. Plus six stimulating, gratifying 
years teaching Taxation Law at the 
University of Cape Town.  /  Enthusiastic 
but uncoordinated sportsman. In 2008 I 
cycled solo for 3 months through France 
and Italy, restoring my sanity. In 2010 
I climbed Mount Kilimanjaro with our 
son. I hike regularly and have recently 
taken up golf.  /  I still consult but focus 
primarily on charities, helping to run a 
Cycling Club for disadvantaged youths, 
as treasurer for a home for aged people, 
plus various other local community 
activities.  /  I am proud to be a South 
African and to be able to help to make 
this a better place, particularly for those 
who have not been as fortunate.

Dave Turner
Horseman of 60 years. Working with 
people and horses, a profession I still 
enjoy and at 73 still active in the feeding 
of horses, teaching riding lessons, and 
flirting with the girls.  /  What a life!

David Liknaitzky
Born 1932, I always had an interest in 
the philosophy and history of art.  /  
Practicing Pathologist until 1988 when I 
retired to Cape Town and devoted myself 
to sculpture. Work in wood, copper, 
found objects, old tools, desert stones 
etc. The works are fairly small, have 
a quirky feel, and—hopefully—carry 
philosophical overtones with distinct 
allusions to the absurd.

Mark Crisp 44x60 $1400

Dave Turner 44x57 $1400

Dave Turner 44x57 $1400

Mark Crisp 44x84 $1800

David Liknaitzky 44x74 $1800

David Liknaitzky 44x84 $1800



Peter Hewson 
I was born and raised in South Africa. My professional journey of 
becoming a physicist and science educator immersed me in the 
international world, brought me to Madison some 30 years ago, and 
culminated when I retired.  /  In recent years, I have greatly enjoyed 
helping science education graduate students from three continents 
along their own professional pathways. This also provides the 
privilege of traveling far and near. Photography has become a vital 
way for me to see both new and familiar in a different light. Yoga and 
cycling have kept me supple and strong. And I am happy to give back, 
through service, to our local church and condo community. 

David Osborne
Borne 1944, Springs South Africa, 
downwind of the slag heap in the 
leeward side of the burning mountain. 
Studied Art at Michaelis School 
of Art @ University of Capetown. 
then conscripted in South African 
National Defense Force. The winds of 
change then took me from the land of 
milk, honey, buckshot, and bibles to 
London, equipped with a scholarship, 
exit permit, and a little grey Vespa.  /  
I exhibited extensively in the U K and 
USA, returning to SA in late ’93, when 
I took to the pen, and currently sustain 
myself with movie work, odd sales, 
and a state pension. Until recently 
worked with Neighbourhood Watch, 
local Library, theatre, and the Zandvlei 
environmental group. I was a founding 
member of Hand in Hand Creative A 
local N P O with charitable leanings.

David Osborne 44x84 $1800 David Osborne 44x84 $1800

Peter Hewson 44X54 $1400

Peter Hewson 44x84 $1800



John Riggs
Born in ’42 with a Pre-Cambrian hippocampus, 
Paleozoic frontal lobotomy at Janesville Sr. High, 
alluvial reconstruction attempts at Antioch College 
and UW Madison. Failed. Retreated to Iowa County for 
extended Triassic attempt at retirement, reemerging 
to rejoin the human race at 38.  /  Entered into 
glacial erratic marriages, fathered and nourished 
astonishing boys, started and grew businesses, stayed 
upright.  Currently engaged in taming the Tao. There 
is no taming the Tao. Enjoying the ride nonetheless, 
exploring the considerable advantages of Quaternary 
retirement and aging, mourning the losses. So far, 
nothing hurts, everything works, and I don’t have to 
take any damn pills. Finally becoming normal. Sutra, 
Tantra, loving Lu and sunlight.

Ed Nelson
Born in Madison, 1947  /  Grew up on the West Side  /  Graduated from Central High School  /  Served 
in the Northern Provinces of South Vietnam: 1967-1968  /  Attended the University of Wisconsin  /  
Curious with a love of learning. Analytical.  Educated.  /  Career in natural resources management and 
environmental protection  /  Outdoor enthusiast: partial to paddling, pedaling, backpacking—a certain 
passion for the unknown. Open to adventures.  /  Reserved. Sense of humor and play. Bookish with 
a preference for histories, memoirs, biographies.  /  Indefatigable Scrabble player.  /  Fond of felines, 
rescuer of stray cats and kittens.  /  Loyal, steadfast partner for 38 years.  /  Retired. 

John Lawrence Mills Hands, Jr
I am a professional engineer specializing 
in air quality issues, for over 25 years in 
Detroit and now in Madison as principal 
of my own environmental firm. My first 
Bikram Yoga class, some 13 years ago, 
was about the hardest thing I ever did, 
but I am hooked on the intensity, effort 
and focus it requires.  /  My wife of 40 
years and I moved to Madison 4 years 
ago to be “in-town” grandparents. I am 
a photographer, swimmer, cyclist, skier, 
card-carrying naturist and traveler, 
whether to exotic places, or my Mid-
Michigan cabin.

Ed Nelson 36x44 $900

Ed Nelson 44x84 $1800

John Riggs 36x44 $900

Larry Hands 44x84 $1800

Larry Hands 36x44 $900



Dedicated to the exploration of 
our connection to the visual world—
and beyond—through photography.

849 E. Washington Ave., Suite 102
Madison WI 53703
608-294-9499 / john.riggs809@gmail.com
tamarackgallerymadison.com

Prints hanging on the wall are gallery proofs. All 
images are available for sale, and will be printed to 
order, unmounted and unframed. For availability 
and pricing of different sizes, speak with John 
Riggs, proprietor. All photographs are printed on 
archival Innova archival 350 gm gloss fibre paper 
using Epson Ultrachrome archival inks.

What have we learned, really?

After everything we have created and everything we have destroyed, after 
the adventure, the misadventure—after all we have messed up and all we 
have gotten right—have we actually learned anything? At a certain age, 
beyond passing along the secrets, knowledge, and lessons of whatever 
trades and professions we have practiced, beyond the life lessons we yearn 
to teach were there anyone interested—as we scan now the closer, more 
intimate horizon of what remains—a simple truth appears.

If I had to put words to it, it would read like a first grader’s primer: “See 
Spot run.” Although I would put an exclamation point at the end. And 
in that exclamation point would lie the entirety of what I know, of my 
wisdom. “Look there! See what I see, and experience the simple beauty 
of living deep down into the souls of your feet, feel the passion that I feel. 
Share that with me, please, that I may be affirmed in my knowing.”

For a great while the process of individuation that compelled us towards 
accomplishment—the drive for success, influence, and achievement 
embedded in our very lives and culture—had severely filtered from our 
deepest selves the possibility of experiencing beauty and love directly. 

Happily, as we slowly come to grips with the changes in our bodies and 
faculties, this imperious urge gives ground. Daily undeniable reminders 
of our approaching demise, along with the loss of friends, family, and 
loved ones, combine to gradually reveal, then dissolve the colossal vanity 
of much for which we have strived. Slowly but ever so perceptibly we are 
pressed open to a more humble view.

More humble, but so much more joyful! I am but a particle among par-
ticles, and but a very partial solution indeed to the great mystery. Yes, but 
this realization opens me to you there, with your sly come hither smile, you 
who are the blessing of the other that I am not. Opens me to connection, 
and after all these years, the possibility of giving and receiving love.

It’s not that I have lost ambition; rather, every morning as I awaken my 
ambition turns towards finding and exploring that which is not me, for 
sharing with another that which I am not, for connecting with what makes 
me whole. The answer is not in me, or in you, but in our coming together. 

When you point to the egret on the piling, outlined against the evening 
sky I tremble, not so much in seeing the egret, but in feeling that you 
care enough for me to point it out, for the exclamation point at the end of 
“Look!” that tells me we are connected, that in sharing our observations, 
our insights, our lives, we are increased. Take me to lands you love, and I 
will take you to mine. Only together can we explore the landscape of love. 

We are both but tiny particles, but together we are more whole than when 
separate. As this connection grows we are energized, and the connection 
begins to spread out from us, like little sub-atomic particles exchanging 
energy with all the other little sub-atomic particles. Particles gather into 
waves of human energy as the connection expands.

Within these flowing waves of interconnection, constricting jealousy 
and possessiveness dissolve and float downstream. Expansive generos-
ity prevails. You and I both know that our connection is indeed primary, 
yes, but it is also only partial, and continues to expand, without end, to all 
people. It has become a commonplace to assert that the very survival of the 
species and our planet is dependent upon every one of us outgrowing the 
armor of uniqueness, rejoining the human race, and recognizing our utter 
interdependence with one another. It has taken so long.

Once gained, on this ground we shed whatever it is in us that fears the loss 
of everything that once was important, that fears death. If I have become 
but a drop in the ocean and my fate is united with the fate of all others, 
then I am the ocean, I am all things. I die, but we, and only through our 
passion, through our connections and love for one another, continue.

John Riggs
May, 2014

John Riggs 64 x 44 $1400


